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ABSTRACT

Purpose: Mental health care involves multiple professionals from diverse backgrounds providing interdependent and complex services. Accordingly, care needs to be planned skillfully in partnership with health and social care providers and mental health service users. Working from an interprofessional lens enables professionals to work collaboratively to affect care that is safe and improves health outcomes. Yet, in practice there is often a disconnect between mental health care professionals that hinders collaborative practice and impacts the quality of care. Furthermore, stigmatization of mental illness continues to pervade health care professionals’ attitudes which serves to further compromise health outcomes. Interprofessional education (IPE) using simulation is proposed as an effective teaching and learning method to improve collaborative practice and decrease stigma amongst mental health care professionals in undergraduate education. Approach: Undergraduate nursing and pharmacy students from two universities participated in a one-day IPE event. During the event, students collaboratively interviewed standardized patients portraying mental health service users and developed an interprofessional plan of care. Faculty perspectives of the event were gathered to identify challenges and recommendations for ongoing implementation. Findings: Current literature and faculty facilitator feedback supports IPE using simulation as an effective teaching and learning strategy to develop therapeutic communication skills, address stigma amongst students prior to practice, clarify professional roles, and improve interprofessional collaboration. Faculty facilitator recommendations to improve the implementation of IPE with healthcare professionals during undergraduate education include early introduction of IPE, adequate preparation for students, realistic case scenarios, facilitator and standardized patient training, and funding to support events. Conclusion: The use of standardized patients in the context of interprofessional mental health education is a strategy with the potential to improve collaborative practice and address mental illness stigma amongst health care professionals. Further research with students is needed to evaluate the effectiveness of simulation in mental health IPE.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Interprofessional collaboration, in which several professions work together to positively impact care, is necessary to improve the health and wellbeing of mental health service users.[1,2] However, collaboration amongst mental health professionals can be a significant barrier to the provision of high-quality health care. Interprofessional education (IPE) is widely accepted as an effective strategy to improve interprofessional collaborative practice amongst health care providers1. IPE “occurs when two or more professions learn
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about, from and with each other to enable effective collaboration and improve health outcomes”.[3] Among undergraduate students, IPE has been shown to improve knowledge of professional roles and responsibilities, enhance attitudes towards other professions, facilitate communication, and prepare students for interprofessional practice.[4] Secondly, the pervasive stigmatization of mental illness amongst healthcare providers and students is a major barrier to the provision of humanistic and inclusive mental health care.[5] Stigma has devastating and wide-reaching effects for mental health service users and is often perpetuated in the clinical setting. The use of standardized patients as a context for IPE is proposed as a valuable learning methodology to encourage empathy and perspective taking amongst health professional students to address stigma prior to licensure as health care providers.

Simulation using standardized patients in interprofessional mental health education has the potential to address both poor collaborative practice and stigmatization of mental illness among healthcare students enrolled in mental health studies. This article describes a teaching innovation in which nursing and pharmacy students from two universities participated in a mental health IPE simulation using standardized patients. The event has been incorporated into the nursing and pharmacy undergraduate curricula at two universities in Qatar with the aim of improving role clarity, interprofessional collaboration, and provision of inclusive and appropriate care for mental health service users. Faculty facilitators discuss recommendations to improve the ongoing implementation of this teaching innovation and propose strategies for further evaluation.

2. BACKGROUND

Mental health service users often require complex mental health, physical health, and social care services. As such, interprofessional collaboration is particularly important in the provision of mental health services as these require effective working partnerships across varied disciplines.[6] Collaborative mental health care has been shown to improve the quality of services and patient outcomes by facilitating knowledge transfer as well as improving access to mental health services and coordination of care across sectors.[4] Clearly, mental health services users benefit when there is effective interprofessional collaboration. However, professionals working in mental health care may not always work well together. In fact, often there is a disconnect between professions that manifests in role stereotyping, lack of role clarity, as well as errors in the provision of patient care.[7,8]

Just as interprofessional collaboration is a vital component of mental health care, there is also a need to address the pervasive stigmatization of mental illness. Stigmatizing attitudes and discriminatory behaviour can profoundly impact individuals’ social, economic, and health status. In fact, mental health service users often identify stigma and discrimination as causing more harm than their illness.[9] Stigma can negatively affect personal relationships, employment, and education. It can lead to discrimination and disadvantages in employment, income, and access to housing and healthcare, to name a few. Unfortunately, discriminatory attitudes and behaviors towards persons with mental illness are pervasive amongst healthcare providers and students.[5] Evidently there is a need to address negative attitudes and behaviours and improve collaborative practice prior to professional practice early in undergraduate education.

IPE using standardized patients to realistically portray mental health service users is a valuable learning modality to improve collaborative practice necessary to increase knowledge and skills, address mental illness related stigma and ultimately improve outcomes for mental health service users.[8–10] In recent years, the use of accurate and realistic simulated scenarios with trained standardized patients (SP) has gained popularity as an educational strategy for undergraduate students in health professions.

SP simulation involves the use of individuals trained to portray the roles of patients, family members, or care givers to allow students to improve important competencies (such as physical examination, history taking, interviewing, and counseling skills) before entry to practice. Simulation using standardized patients in which trained individuals portray mental health service users is a meaningful strategy to bridge knowledge and practice, and to encourage students to develop communication and collaborative practice skills in a low stakes environment.[11,12] Moreover, the use of innovative teaching modalities such as simulation has been identified as a tool to address mental illness stigma by fostering understanding and increasing empathy towards people experiencing mental illness.[13] The use of live, simulated, or video contact with mental health service users is identified as an effective teaching and learning method in IPE with the potential to address stigma amongst students.[9] According to the contact method of stigma intervention, the use of standardized patients has the potential to improve perceptions of individuals with mental illness through interpersonal interaction.[14]

The use of standardized patients as a teaching modality in IPE can be used to address the dual challenges of collaborative practice and mental health stigmatization by improving interprofessional collaboration and enhancing empathy amongst students through the contact hypothesis. Maranzan[9] argues that simulation as a learning method in IPE is
an effective context for stigma reduction. Participation in IPE involves students assuming equal status with their peers and working collaboratively to achieve common goals. Stigma reduction interventions, through contact or knowledge-based approaches, align well with the goals and approach of IPE. While much is known about learners’ perspectives and experience of IPE, there is a lack of faculty/facilitator perspectives on interprofessional education and few articles that outline a successful IPE event. This article provides faculty perspectives on a teaching innovation using standardized patient simulation as a teaching modality in a mental health interprofessional education event with nursing and pharmacy undergraduate students.

3. APPROACH

The IPE mental health activity has been offered once yearly since 2017 at the University of Calgary in Qatar (UCQ) Simulation Centre to second-year UCQ nursing students and fourth-year College of Pharmacy (CPH), Qatar University (QU) students (CPH-QU). A total of 262 nursing and pharmacy students have participated in this IPE activity since its inception (an average of 66 students per year). To ensure adequate preparation and experiential learning, the students must be currently enrolled or have completed their program’s mental health theory and clinical rotations prior to the IPE event.

Faculty at UCQ and CPH-QU collaborated on the development and facilitation of the IPE activity. Faculty and clinical educators at the Simulation Center at UCQ developed the case scenarios. Careful consideration was taken in their development to ensure they were evidence-based, aligned with clinical practice, avoided stereotypes, and included comprehensive personal details for a fulsome portrayal of a mental health service user. CPH-QU faculty incorporated comprehensive medication histories and list of current medications to the scenarios. SPs were provided their scenarios in advance of the event and participated in a training session with a nursing faculty member to realistically portray symptoms of various mental disorders and discuss medications. Scenarios included diverse demographics including males and females from young adult to older adults with varied socioeconomic, ethnocultural, and medical histories. Scenarios included persons with obsessive compulsive disorder, major depressive disorder, bipolar disorder, generalized anxiety disorder, and substance use disorder. The level of acuity ranged from stable condition in an outpatient clinic to a higher acuity of suicidal ideation.

Prior to the simulation, faculty facilitators met to review the case scenarios, debriefing tool, and discuss learning objectives. Students reviewed relevant course content and were provided the opportunity to practice interviewing techniques. Students were then assigned to small groups consisting of two to three nursing and one to two pharmacy students. Prior to the interview, the students participated in an ice breaker activity to introduce themselves and their profession. The students briefly discussed their professional role and responsibilities in providing care in the mental health/psychiatric clinical setting to their group members. Following this, each small group engaged in a 15-minute collaborative interview with the SPs inside a simulation room with a two-way mirror. Interviews were observed outside of the room by the UCQ and CPH-QU faculty facilitators. The facilitator ensured interviews were completed on time and facilitated a post-interview 20-minute debriefing session with the students using the RUST model. SP’s were also given the opportunity to provide brief feedback to students’ about how they felt during each of the interviews. The faculty-facilitated debriefing session consisted of reflecting on the students’ reaction to the interprofessional interaction with the SP including what went well, the challenges encountered during the interview, and the lessons learned from working with the other discipline and client. Lastly, the debriefing session was followed by collaborative development of a multidisciplinary plan of care which was summarized and illustrated as posters, each of which were presented by a representative of each group. The multidisciplinary care plans detailed the comprehensive client assessment, client-identified issues and, interventions and evaluation strategies from a nursing and pharmacy perspective. These integrated careplans included collaborative assessments, patient-centered issues, interventions, and evaluation within the nursing and pharmacist scope of practice.

The authors of this article have each participated in the planning and delivery of this event for at least two years. We discuss recommendations for ongoing planning and implementation of future mental health IPE activities.

4. FINDINGS

Faculty facilitators identified several key factors to the success of the mental health IPE event including realism, ability for learners to practice therapeutic communication in a low-stakes environment, and opportunity to learn more about the other profession. This feedback was evident through reflections written by students following participation in the event. Following the teaching innovation, faculty facilitators identified six recommendations for successful implementation of IPE amongst healthcare professional students in a mental health rotation: early introduction of IPE, adequate student preparation, realistic case scenarios, adequate training for standardized patients and facilitators, and funding.
4.1 Early introduction of IPE

IPE must be introduced early and embedded in the curriculum. Through early introduction, it was postulated that learners will have greater exposure and experience learning with and about various professionals. IPE activities that link theory and practice should be intentionally planned and carried out from early in the program until graduation and include a variety of teaching and learning methods from case studies to simulations. This is particularly important in a mental health rotation where teamwork and collaboration are vital components of patient care.

4.2 Adequate student preparation

Students should be prepared prior to IPE event with relevant theory and experience. Prior to the event, learners should complete assigned readings and understand learning objectives to effectively make connections between theory and practice. Faculty advocated for learners to have some clinical exposure in mental health to ensure learning is applicable and relevant. Furthermore, faculty/facilitators identify that learners should have similar levels of experience to enhance collaboration and accurate understanding of roles and responsibilities. Avoiding disparities in skill levels amongst learners can attend to the power differentials that can occur across disciplines and role stereotyping.

4.3 Realistic case scenarios

Clinical-based case scenarios should emphasize a holistic view of the mental health service user and complex nature of mental health and illness. Attention must be paid to avoid reinforcing stereotypes or providing a reductive view of the mental health service user. Mental illness should be portrayed across the continuum of acuity and be inclusive of age, gender, socioeconomic status, and ethnocultural background. Case scenarios should go beyond the medical history to include a fulsome view of the individual. Furthermore, it would be beneficial to include mental health service users in the creation of realistic case scenarios. These strategies could challenge learners’ assumptions and beliefs about mental health service users and challenge stigmatizing attitudes.

4.4 Adequate training

Standardized patients should receive training from a mental health professional on how to enact the case scenario condition in a realistic and non-stigmatizing manner. An in-person training session should be provided for an opportunity to practice, provide feedback, and discuss challenges. It is helpful for standardized patients to have access to educational videos, such as Symptom Media, to view accurate portrayals of symptoms of mental illness. It is important to avoid popular entertainment media portrayals as these are often rife with stereotypes and misrepresentation. Importantly, faculty facilitators should receive training prior to the IPE event to ensure skillful debriefing and encourage equal participation amongst healthcare students. First, faculty facilitators should become familiar with the purpose and competencies associated with the IPE event. Furthermore, they should receive training on the model used to facilitate reflection and debriefing of the simulation. It is suggested that skillful debriefing can enhance learner reflection on stigmatizing attitudes and discriminatory behaviors enacted in the simulation.

4.5 Funding

Institutional commitment to provide funding is necessary to ensure sustainability of IPE activities across the curriculum. Organization of an IPE activity is time consuming and involves participation from multiple institutions and faculty members. It requires intentional planning and resources to ensure success. Funding is necessary for administrative support, faculty time, student transportation, audio-visual and technical resources, adequate space, and evaluation. Cross-institutional IPE committees should be established to enhance collaboration and effective planning.

5. DISCUSSION

Faculty facilitators identified several factors necessary for a successful mental health IPE activity that align with the current literature. Importantly, faculty agreed that learners should be prepared prior to the simulation for application of theory to practice and meaningful learning to occur. In fact, learner preparation prior to IPE activities is tantamount to student success.\[16\]

Secondly, faculty facilitators agreed that providing students with the opportunity to engage in simulation in interprofessional education provides exposure to meaningful experiential learning while developing the skills necessary for interprofessional collaborative practice. Engaging students in realistic scenarios involving the use of SP’s is a valuable tool in health professionals’ education to improve mental health care. This particular activity enabled students the opportunity to interact with representative mental health service users in a safe learning environment, prepared them for further clinical practice where they would interview patients experiencing symptoms of acute mental health disorders, and enabled them to identify and develop collaborative plans of care. In this way, the realism of standardized patient simulations allows learners to increase their confidence through practice and consolidation of skills in a safe environment with timely feedback.\[17\]
Simulation in mental health IPE can provide a context to address mental illness stigma. Importantly, the IPE classroom can only address mental illness stigma if educators are well equipped and trained to incorporate effective learning methods and pedagogies to address the stigmatization of mental illness.\[^{[9]}\] Yet, it is of utmost importance that simulated scenarios draw from accurate and realistic clinical scenarios and standardized patients are highly trained to avoid reinforcing stereotypes or perpetuating stigmatizing beliefs. This is a vital task for educators in health care as stigma related to mental illness is not only prevalent amongst the public, it is also pervasive among healthcare students and professionals.\[^{[3]}\] Evidently, this should be a priority for educators to address through preparation on evidence-based pedagogies that impact change in attitudes and behaviors among health care professionals and students.\[^{[9]}\] Yet, the challenge for educators to successfully facilitate IPE is well documented in the literature. For many educators, teaching students during IPE is a new and difficult experience.\[^{[3]}\] For this reason, faculty facilitators require opportunities for professional development to learn more about IPE theoretical underpinnings and implications for practice.\[^{[18]}\]

Lastly, institutional commitment to allocate funding is a barrier to the ongoing implementation of IPE embedded in curricula. The literature identifies a consistent barrier of resources including time provided to faculty to carry out the planning and delivery of IPE activities. Institutions must commit to human and material resources to engage faculty and change curriculum to include IPE.\[^{[19]}\]

6. CONCLUSION

The use of standardized patients as a learning method in IPE has the potential to improve interprofessional collaborative practice and mental illness stigma reduction amongst healthcare students. This initiative can be implemented across contexts in the education of health care professionals working in mental health or other disciplines to address the disconnect between professions and pervasive stigmatization of mental illness. Interprofessional mental health simulation using SP’s is an approach to learning that seeks to bridge the gap in understanding the different roles that professionals play when caring for mental health service users. It also affords the opportunity for students to learn with, from and about each other to affect change that is coordinated, collaborative and cohesive. Furthermore, it allows for important contact with simulated mental health service users to encourage a greater understanding and increased empathy to reduce stigma. In order to best implement IPE activities in undergraduate education, faculty feedback suggests it should be introduced early in curricula, students should receive adequate preparation, case scenarios should be realistic and reflect the experience of mental health service users, training should be provided for facilitators and standardized patients, and funding should be provided to embed IPE in curricula. While faculty voiced positive perspectives of IPE in mental health education, further research must be done to explore the effect of this teaching innovation on interprofessional collaboration and the impact on attitude change for students.
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